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Shpil: The Art of Playing Klezmer is both a history of this popular form of traditional Jewish music
and an instructional book for professional and amateur musicians. Since the revival of klezmer
music in the United States in the mid-1970s, Yiddish songs and klezmer dance melodies have
served as the soundtrack for a resurgence of interest in Ashkenazic Jewish culture across the
globe. Klezmer has taken root not only in America’s major urban centers—New York City,
Chicago, San Francisco—but also in emerging Jewish music hotspots like St. Petersburg,
Buenos Aires, Krakow, and Tokyo. Its high energy, emotionally driven sound, and evocative
Yiddish lyrics have found audiences everywhere.Shpil offers an expansive history of klezmer,
from its medieval origins to the present era, and its contributors encompass a cast of world-
renowned musicians who have recorded, performed, and studied klezmer for years. Individual
chapters concentrate on the most common instruments found in a klezmer ensemble—violin,
clarinet, accordion, bass, percussion, and voice—and conclude with a selection of three songs
that illustrate and exemplify the history and techniques of that instrument. Shpil includes a
glossary and a discography of both classic and new klezmer and Yiddish recordings, all
designed to guide readers in an appreciation of this remarkable musical genre and the art of
playing and singing klezmer tunes.Shpil: The Art of Playing Klezmer is ideal for amateur
enthusiasts, musical scholars, beginning artists, and professional musicians, both solo and
ensemble—indeed, anyone who wants to experience the joy of listening to and playing this
thousand-year-old folk music.
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Note on the Transliteration of Yiddish TextAs with any foreign language that does not use the
Latin alphabet, Yiddish has often been spelled the way users deem closest to its sound. For
example, Poles might write sznajder (tailor) while Americans, relying on the German spelling,
would write schneider. There are many spelling land mines in Yiddish because the language is
derived from several others (German, Hebrew, Polish, Russian, and French), all of which are in
use today. There are even spelling discrepancies for Yiddish words that have crossed into
English. For example, the word Chanuka, originally a Hebrew word, can be spelled Chanukah,
Hanukah, or Hanukkah. But according to the academic guidelines set up by the YIVO Institute
(Yiddish Scientific Institute), the Yiddish word for the Festival of Lights is spelled Khanike.Since
this is a book about klezmer music and the Jewish world in Eastern Europe, where Yiddish was
for the most part the lingua franca among all Jewish musicians and their Jewish neighbors (even
Jewish immigrants who came to New York City), all the Yiddish and Hebrew words in this book
are spelled according to the YIVO standard—even those in everyday English usage.

PrefaceYale StromIn 1981, I embarked on my journey to discover the essence of my East
European Jewish heritage. Little did I know that the art and culture of the Jewish folk musician,
the klezmer, would become one of my lifelong passions. Years later, I realized I was following in
the footsteps of the great Jewish ethnographer S. Ansky (Shloyme Zanvl Rappoport, 1863–
1920), exactly eighty years after he began his ethnographic trek through the Czarist lands of
Poland, Lithuania, Belarus, and Ukraine searching for anything do to with Jewish culture—
including klezmer music. This folk music had been heard throughout Central and Eastern
Europe for nearly a thousand years, but in less than six years the haunting sonorous sounds of



the klezmer had been all but silenced as a result of the Holocaust. But had it completely
vanished? Was there not a single person who could play me a freylekhs or a khusidl ? Could no
one remember what transpired at a Jewish wedding when the musicians began to play? Armed
with the Jewish upbringing my parents generously provided and youthful gumption, my yearlong
sojourn in the former Eastern Bloc brought me in contact with many Jewish and Roma
informants who played klezmer or remembered hearing the music at a Jewish wedding or some
other kind of celebration where they were playing. And thus my education about klezmer music
and culture began.Zoltan Kodály (1882–1967), the superb Hungarian composer, performer,
ethnomusicologist, and music educator, believed that everyone had two mother tongues: the
language spoken at home and their folk music. For the Jews of Eastern Europe, Yiddish was the
language of the mind, while klezmer music and Yiddish folk songs were languages of the heart.
Without klezmer musicians, many customs pertaining to weddings and other celebratory events
and the language to describe them would never have existed.Albert Einstein said that “the only
source of knowledge is experience.” All the contributors to this book have had many years of
practical experience. To experience klezmer music through listening or playing will give you a
keen insight into Eastern European Jewish culture. Whether you are a professional or an
amateur musician, I hope you will receive the same hours of pleasure I have from learning and
playing klezmer. I invite you to join me on the journey.
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1A History of Klezmer from the Middle Ages to the Twentieth CenturyYale StromMusic has been
a vital part of Jewish culture since biblical times. The first Jewish musician mentioned in the
Bible is Jubal, son of Lamech, who played the harp and organ. In ancient Israel, there were
Jews, who played secular music in their daily lives, and the Levites, who were specifically trained
to perform only sacred music in the temple. The ancient Jews, like their neighbors, believed that
music held magical powers and could inspire the performer and listener to great spiritual
ecstasy, and could even help to foretell the future and treat mental illness. “Whenever the evil
spirit of God came upon Saul, David would take the lyre and play it; Saul would find relief and
feel better, and the evil spirit would leave him.”1After the destruction of the Second Temple in 70



CE, the Jews were dispersed throughout the world, and the Levites’ sacred temple services
were no longer needed. The rabbis then banned all instrumental music with the explanation that
their congregants should be in mourning for Zion. This self-imposed mourning was to be lifted
only once the Messiah came to rebuild the temple. The rabbis associated any kind of secular
music with the decadence of Greek culture. “It became synonymous with obscenity and was
chiefly used for carnal purposes at frivolous occasions. No wonder, then, that Judaism opposed
profane music.”2Unfortunately, these extreme attitudes held by many rabbis from the beginning
of the common era through the seventeenth century created a negative social attitude among
the Jewish community toward the klezmer.3In the Christian Middle Ages, secular music and
song were represented by wandering troubadours, minstrels, minnesingers,4 shpielleutter,5 and
jongleurs6 who entertained both at the courts of the aristocracy and in market squares across
Europe. Jews participated in this art form as well and were called shpilman.7 As a result of the
rabbi’s disapproval (and because synagogues and private homes were becoming too small),
Jews built their own dance halls.These dance halls, known as Juden Spielhaus in German
(where people also played cards and watched theater), became a fixture in many of the Jewish
ghettos of Germany, France, Holland, and Switzerland. Jewish itinerant musicians would
perform in these dance halls. One of the earliest known Jewish dance halls was in Augsburg,
Germany, in 1190.8 And in Frankfurt am Main in 1390, a guild of Jewish musicians was hired to
play at both Jewish and gentile dance halls for weekly dances.9 As the popularity of the Jewish
dance hall continued to grow, rabbis were forced to relax their ineffective prohibitions against
women singing in public, playing instrumental music, and dancing with men.About one hundred
years before the existence of Jewish dance halls, the itinerant Jewish shpilman was generally a
musician. But as these wandering musicians began to incorporate other light and serious forms
of entertainment (such as being clowns), German Jews began to refer to them as letsim (pl.),10
possenreiser (pl.),11 and sometimes even as narim (pl.).12 Over time the profession of the lets
evolved into that of the marshalik13 and batkhn.14 To complicate matters, these names were
sometimes interchangeable for lets. From written evidence, it appears that these various
occupations gradually melded into that of the klezmer (a term popular from the eighteenth
century through today).Jewish musicians from the Middle Ages through the seventeenth century
in Germany, Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia played a variety of instruments, including the cittern,
lute, zither, shawm, harp, flageolet and harpsichord, dudelzak, Judenleier, positive, Judenharfe,
zink, and hackbrett.The dudelzak (in German, “tootle sack”) was a sheepskin or goatskin bag
that had a chanter (melody pipe) that one blew into; it was similar in size to the French bagpipe
(musetett), which was a favorite in aristocratic circles.The Judenleier , or Jewish hurdy-gurdy,
was by the sixteenth century a lowly instrument associated with blind beggars, making it an
option for poorer Jewish musicians.The positive, a fixed organ also called positive in English,
stood on the floor or a table; the keys were close together. There was also the portative, whose
straps the musician slung over the shoulder: it was used in processions and chamber music and
was popular through the nineteenth century. Like the accordion, it was blown with one hand and



played with the other.The Judenharfe (Jew’s harp or guimbard) was played quite extensively in
the Middle Ages, usually accompanying singers. The public often called the itinerant Jewish
Polish musicians of the eighteenth century who played it kharpe-shpilers (Yiddish for “shameful
players”) because they played such a lowly, unpleasant sounding instrument; it was a play on
words, a kharpe (instead of harfe) meant shameful in Hebrew. It was rarely played in a klezmer
ensemble.The zink (in German, Tusk) was a kind of cornet, a slender curved instrument made
from a goat’s horn, usually with six bored holes, wrapped in black leather, with a trumpet
mouthpiece. It was not an easy instrument to master because the player’s lips had to do much
more to focus the pitch and give equality to the notes than with other wind and brass
instruments. But with experience the player could produce a beautiful sound without equivalent
today, mixing the qualities of the trumpet with the sweetness and agility of the oboe. It was
popular from 1500–1650, after which the finest zinkennistern (cornetists) were attracted to the
rapidly developing techniques of the violin.Lastly, the hackbrett (German for “cutting board”),
sometimes called Holzharmonika in German (or hakbreydl in Yiddish), was similar to the
hammer dulcimer or tsimbl, that klezmer musicians in Central and Eastern Europe in the
eighteenth century used widely. Sixteenth-century Italian Jews called it dulce melos (Italian for
“sweet melody”). The famous hackbrett musician was the Polish klezmer Mikhl Joseph Guzikov
(1806–1837); he played a Belorussian folk instrument called the stroyfidl (Yiddish for “straw
fiddle”) similar to the hackbrett, which he modified by increasing its range to two and a half
octaves so that it was closer to today’s xylophone. This portable instrument consisted of a set of
solid wooden bars tuned diatonically and laid horizontally across a bed of cylindrically wound
straw, which created the sound cavity. It was played by striking the bars with small wooden
sticks.There is a great deal of confusion about when the term klezmer began to be used to
denote the Jewish musician rather than the instrument being played. In the Maharil of Mainz’s
(Jacob ben Moses Mollin, 1360–1427) book of marriage laws he used the word klezmer to
denote musical instruments and lets to denote the musician when he wrote that the rabbi led the
wedding procession, then came the groom followed by the letsim carrying their klezmer
(referring to the instrument) to the synagogue courtyard before they went back for the bride. The
earliest written references to the letsim are found in the writings of Talmudist Rabbi Elijah ben
Isaac Lattes of Carcassonne, France, in the thirteenth century.15 In another written source it
stated that the Polish and Lithuanian Jews who immigrated to Holland in 1542 still referred to
those playing Jewish music as letsim.But by the eighteenth century, klezmer could also mean
musician. In the first Yiddish songbook, Rabbi Elkhanan Kirchen’s Simkhat HaNefesh (The
Happiness of the Soul: Furth, 1707), Kirchen refers to the Jewish musician as a klezmer and a
few years later in Hesse, Rabbi Khaiyim Yair wrote a statute (1690) that limited the kind of
entertainers one could have at a wedding, saying that the letsim were a necessary part of the
wedding as well as the servers but the luxury of having klezmers was forbidden.From these and
other sources it seems that the term lets was used fairly exclusively to denote the Jewish
musician in Central and Eastern Europe as late as the sixteenth century. By the seventeenth



century there are written sources that used the term klezmer instead of lets. But it was not until
the nineteenth century that the word klezmer, or musikant,16 was used fairly exclusively to
represent the Jewish folk musician while the word lets meant only the wedding jester.
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D. Singer, “Well written resource for teaching the art of klezmer. Purchased this klezmer book in
the hopes that we would find some resources to learn klezmer. This is a very well written book
with some good exercises and anecdotes on how to get the style and teach the basics of
klezmer.”

R.  Fryer, “Great background information for newbies to Klezmer.. One of a kind resource!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 4 people have provided feedback.
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